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SELECT AND HIGHLIGHT 
EXERCISES 

 

 

Type in this line of text as it appears here. 

NOW highlight it and change the font (in the font box) to BRITTANIC BOLD. Then change the 
font size to 20 then change the font colour to red. 

 
Type in this text 

The German Shepherd breed appeared late at the end of the 19th century in Germany and they 
were first exhibited at a show in Hanover in 1882. They were not like German Shepherds as 
we know them today though being rough coated, short tailed and rather resembling mongrels. 
The German Shepherd Dog as we now know it didn't really appear until after the Second 
World War. 

Now 

 

Highlight or select all the text and change it to Garamond.  

Then highlight it again and change the font size to 18. 

NOW – TYPE IN THE TEXT BELOW 

 

Now highlight all the text and change it to Arial Narrow. Then 
select it again and change the font size to 16. 

HERE ARE SOME EXERCISES FOR YOU TO HELP YOU 
IMPROVE YOUR SELECTING AND HIGHLIGHTING SKILLS 

One of the oldest natural breeds in North America, the Maine Coon is 
generally regarded as a native of the state of Maine (the Maine Coon is the 
official Maine State Cat). A native American longhaired cat, the Maine 
Coon was recognized as a specific breed in Maine where they were held in 
high regard for their mousing talents.  
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Native to the upper dales of North East England, the Dales Pony was 
bred specifically for the Pennine lead industry as a pack pony. They were 
famous for their ability to get over rough country under heavy weight at a 
good speed, and for distances of up to 200 miles a week.  

 

Owing to their strength and sure-footedness, Dales Ponies were also 
used for work on small hill farms in the area. They carried the shepherd 
and burdens of hay for great distances on the fells. Stylish and fast in 
harness, they were also successful in the trotting races of the day, and 
were capable of giving their owner a good day’s hunting. They also 
served with the Army as pack and Mountain Artillery ponies. 

ADVANCED FORMATTING WORKSHEET 

 COPY THIS SHEET AS CLOSELY AS YOU 
CAN 

THE MAINE COON CAT 

A popular theory is that the Maine sprang from the six pet cats which 
Marie Antoinette sent to Wiscasset, Maine, when she was planning to 
escape from France during the French Revolution. Most breeders today 
believe that the breed originated in matings between pre-existing 
shorthaired domestic cats and overseas longhairs (perhaps Angora types 
introduced by New England seamen, or longhairs brought to America by 
the Vikings). Interestingly, the breed closest to the Maine Coon is the 
Norwegian Forest Cat which, although geographically distant, evolved in 
much the same climate, and lends credence to the theory that some of the 
cats responsible for developing the Maine Coon were brought over by the 
Vikings. 

Silver birch is one of the most 
valuable trees for wildlife 
supporting 230 species of 
insect including buff tip moths 
and sawflies. The whitish 
timber is much used for 
furniture-making, The twigs are 
valuable for jumps for 
steeplechasers. 
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HEADLANDS DINNER MENU 

 
 

 

 

Fresh soup of the day finished with cream  

  Bacon and avocado salad  

Parma ham with Charentais melon  

∗ 

 Fillet of Scottish salmon baked in puff pastry vegetables, baby new potatoes and 
white wine sauce 

Char grilled Rib eye steak with green peppercorn sauce 
thick cut chips and mixed salad 

Grilled breast of chicken on Provencal vegetables and garlic mash  

∗ 

Dark chocolate truffle sponge cake  
with dark chocolate sauce 

 
Crème brulee  

flavoured with rum and vanilla 
 

Baked lime cheesecake  
raspberry sauce 
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Copy out the text below using the same fonts and colours 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To obtain  editable versions of the original Word documents please 
send teaching ideas or any adult basic skills resource that you would 

like to share to maggie@skillsworkshop.org 

THANK YOU 

FONT FORMATTING 
PRACTICE 

 

 

Cats sleep anywhere, any table, any 
chair. 
Top of piano, 
window-ledge, in 
the middle, on the 
edge. 
Open drawer, empty shoe, anybody's lap will 
do. 
Fitted in a cardboard box, in the 

cupboard with your frocks. 
Anywhere! They don't care! Cats sleep 
anywhere.  
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